For Date: 10/07/2014 - Tuesday

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23912 | 0245 | Phone - BY-Law Violations | Logged | Report of the dumpster being emptied over night.

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23914 | 0425 | Phone - ALARM | Unfounded | Front door alarm.

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23915 | 0521 | 911 - Ambulance Request | Logged | Ambulance request, BFD notified.

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23918 | 0659 | 911 - Ambulance Request | Transported to Hospital | Ambulance request, BFD notified.

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23919 | 0719 | Phone - Animal Complaint | Logged | Report of a coyote near the MBTA bus stop.

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23922 | 0848 | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued | Citation issued for inspection sticker and safety belt violation.

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action** | **Narrative**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
14-23923 | 0901 | Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND | No report Due | No report
Female reports she found someone's I.D. on the ground.

Expired military ID recovered, same will be returned via mail.

14-23928 1050 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 25 NEWBRIDGE AVE
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative: Squirrel

14-23929 1051 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1446] TEMPLE SHALOM EMETH - 14 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Damage to locks on sign out front.

14-23934 1138 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 46 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative: Caller reports two dogs in a car with the windows cracked barking.

14-23936 1331 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Female reports she lost her purse yesterday with her license, social security card and credit cards and $450.00 in cash. Wanted same logged.

14-23939 1414 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 2128] JARED - 8 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: DISP Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Unit: 46 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Manager reports a death certificate was sent into store to cover a bill, which the store believes is false.

uknown whether or not the certificate is authentic and caller does not have it in her posession. Same advised on what she needs to do to make verification on same. No evidence of a crime at this time.
14-23940 1421 Phone - Missing Person Services Rendered
Call Taker:   GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:   SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:   [BUR 1134] WATER PUMPING STATION - 40 BEACON ST Apt. #D
Unit:   45  Patrol Daniel K Houston
Unit:   44  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit:   46  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Unit:   62  Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Caller reports male missing from area.
Person was located near the management office. Person was reunited with family members.

14-23941 1549 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:   RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:   50 MACON RD
Unit:   44  Patrol Peter T Abasharoun
Narrative:
Side door alarm
Unit 44 reports checks ok.

14-23942 1558 Phone - DISTURBANCE No report Due
Call Taker:   RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:   [BUR 1120] BURLINGTON LIBRARY - 22 SEARS ST
Unit:   49  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Disturbance over a handicap parking violation
Unit 49 reports vehicle was parked legally. RP was advised.

14-23943 1600 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker:   RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:   DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:   131 MILL ST
Unit:   42  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Entered gained in locked vehicle. Operator got a gallon of gas and was able to start vehicle.

14-23944 1611 911 - MV Theft/Past Report Due
Call Taker:   CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:   SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:   [BUR 770] ONE STOP ENTERTAINMENT - 31 WINN ST
Unit:   45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit:   49  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle:   CRF HONDA DIRTBIKE 450  VIN: UNKNOWN
Narrative:
RP claims he pushed his dirt bike (No Insurance, MA REG or VIN) to One Stop, where he was meeting his friends to fix it. RP fixed the dirt bike (changed the spark plugs) and left the keys with the bike after leaving with friends. At approximately 1630, RP realized it was missing. Advised RP to contact me with the dirt bike's VIN #. No Surveillance cameras were facing the area of where the dirt bike was parked; no suspects at this time.

Narrative:
Bike will be entered into CJIS once VIN # is obtained.

14-23946 1645 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
14-23947 1648 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 62 SKILTON LN
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Rocks in the road.
Same moved off the road.

14-23950 1656 911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 177 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: 44 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: BLK 2009 TOYT SE COROLL BASESL Reg: PC MA JAKNAN VIN: 1NXBU40E29Z045622
Vehicle: GRY 2001 FORD CP FOCUS ZX3 Reg: PC MA 1RP644 VIN: 3FAFP31321R243638
Narrative:

14-23951 1659 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
White SUV with Flat tire
ATT notified.
Narrative:
Tow truck enroute.

14-23952 1702 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2007 GMC PU SIERRA Reg: PC MA 375FV7 VIN: 1GTHK29U07E156373
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR UNLICENSED OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE AND OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING LICENSE AND REGISTRATION ON MDT.

14-23954 1713 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: INFOGROUP - 20 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Unit 44 reports checks ok. No emergency.

14-23955 1716 Radio - Disabled MV Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:

AT&T towed same.

14-23956 1716 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi Jr
Vicinity of: [BUR 1058] DEL FRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
AAA Notified
Narrative:
Calling party reports they were able to move the vehicle off the roadway.

14-23957 1726 Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 651] MARSHALLS #355 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: BLU 2001 CHEV SE CAVALI Reg: PC MA L3523 VIN: 1G1JC524717280641
Narrative:
Caller reports a dog is tied up to the outside of a blue Chevy. Same also left the door unlocked.
Narrative:
Located owner and advised.

14-23959 1734 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 2081] HESS - 110 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2008 TOYT SE TUNDRA Reg: PC MA 954CJ6 VIN: 5TFBV54138X057967
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

14-23965 1817 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 1832] WINCHESTER SYSTEM, INC - 149 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: GRY 2012 TOYT SE CAMRY 2540 Reg: PC MA 0577 VIN: 4T4BF1FK6CR236236
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-23970 1937 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Female party with a dislocated knee. BFD notified.
Narrative:
Female party transported to Winchester by BFD.

14-23971 1939 Radio - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 99 CHESTER AVE
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:
Unit 49 reports a motor vehicle crash involving a cyclist. BFD notified.

Narrative:
See crash report

Narrative:
SEE OFFICER'S CRASH REPORT; MEDICAL DECLINED.

14-23972  1956  911 - Missing Person Services Rendered
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 110 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Caller reports a missing female party.

Narrative:
Same is a 42 year old female with a disability. Reportedly wearing a yellow turtle neck sweater, white pants, and carrying a black suitcase. Party is short in stature and has brown hair. Calling party reports she is on foot and has been missing for about 20 minutes.

Narrative:
Female party walked herself to Lahey Hospital for a voluntary section 12. The resident explained she is not happy with other the people living in her house; Supervisor advised.

14-23974  2036 Phone - Harrassment Report Due
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 21 HERITAGE WAY
Unit: DISP Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:
RP states she is being harassed by a male party she met on match.com. Male lives in Georgia. See report

14-23977  2153 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 9 LONG ST @ TERRY AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller reports a loud bang in the area.

Narrative:
Unfounded. Nothing appears to be out of the ordinary.

14-23983  2312  911 - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: CMCS - 14 CHESTNUT AVE
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit: 44 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Request for officers to return due to female acting up again

For Date: 10/08/2014 - Wednesday

14-23984  0034 Phone - Psychological Transported to Hospital
14-23994 0259 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Suspicious person in dark clothing walking in the middle of the road.
Narrative:
Female jogging on the sidewalk. Party seen by officers jogging this late in the past. Party checks ok.

14-23997 0548 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 121A WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Dining room motion alarm.
Narrative:
Accidental by homeowner.

14-23998 0603 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 112] HERB CHAMBERS AUDI OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Night drop door alarm.
Narrative:
All exterior doors and windows appear secure.

14-24000 0818 Radio - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 1 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: RED 2012 NISS SE ALTIMA 252SS Reg: PC MA 18NN70 VIN: 1N4AL2AP0CC206303
Narrative:
MA REG# 18NN70
Narrative:
marked lanes

14-24002 0859 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: 13 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #12
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Same transported by fire

14-24003 0907 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: CHURCH LN @ 23 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 81FW04
Vehicle: GRY 2008 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: 81FW04 VIN: 5NPET46C68H298364
Narrative:
Inspection sticker violation.

14-24004 0916 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1991] NORDBLOOM - 71 THIRD AVE
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Panic alarm in reception area.

14-24006 1015 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 438] GAMESTOP - 101 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
MVC.

14-24008 1120 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD No report Due
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Overhead green light out southbound.

Narrative:
MASS DOT notified.

14-24010 1124 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
No U Turn sign missing on Cambridge Street northbound.

Narrative:
MASS DOT notified.

14-24011 1130 Radio - MV STOP No report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 53 Lieutenant Paul S O' Meara
Narrative:
MA 174-VV7

14-24012 1230 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up False Alarm
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: EXA CORP - 55 NETWORK DR
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
911 Hang up.

Went through business with C.E.O., checks ok

14-24013 1244 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Narrative: reported dmv

14-24014 1249 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 491] HERB CHAMBERS HONDA OF BURLINGTON - 33 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Cell phone caller reports a minor MVC no injuries

14-24015 1252 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Logged
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 379] ELECTRIC SUPPLY CENTER - 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Caller reports that the tire were slashed on a company vehicle.

Narrative: Mass. commercial plate K89729 2013 Chevrolet Silverado- Same belongs to Electric Supply Center at 200 Middlesex Tpke. Passenger side tires were slahed sometime overnight- See report. Estimated dame $500. Same will sift through security video when somebody capable of running the equipment comes in.

14-24016 1316 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: lockout.

Narrative: ASSISTED MA. 8168G1

14-24017 1345 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1415] PRIMROSE SCHOOL - 10 GREENLEAF WAY
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Caller reports a male walking down the street yelling at himself.

Narrative: UNITS CHECKED AREA, INDIVIDUAL DID NOT GO ONTO DAYCARE PROPERTY. G.O.A.
14-24018        1404  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  14 HAMPTDEN AVE
Unit:        44  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:

Male party reports finding a large hunting knife in the bushes in front of his house.

Narrative:
resident found a fishing filet knife and carry pouch on his side lawn. knife is in new condition caller will keep knife for himself. no crime occurred.

14-24019        1438  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  7 DONALD RD
Unit:        44  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Alarm activation

Narrative:
ck ok resident at home

14-24020        1600  Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:        44  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:
Female reports person changing a tire on Cambridge St.

Narrative:
Vehicle already off the road at the time of police arrival.

14-24021        1609  Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Male party reports he found a wallet on Lexington St. in Waltham. Attempted to return wallet to address in Waltham on License. Female who lives at location stated she never heard of that person.

Narrative:
Owner of the wallet notified, same to pick up the wallet here at the police station.

Narrative:
Wallet released to owner at approximately 6:00 pm by Off. Outerbridge. Owner reports money missing from wallet.

14-24022        1639  Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:  [BUR 1360] NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY - 145 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit:        46  Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
Northeastern University Security request we check alarm coming from the older building in the rear of the lot.

Narrative:
Officer reports checking the entire outside of the building, same checks secure, no alarm sounding.

14-24023        1733  Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Caller reports traffic lights at the intersection at Best Buy are not cycling enough traffic off the highway. Mass Highway notified by Lt. Browne.

14-24024 1814 Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 19 PHYLLIS AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative: RP reports a truck hit his mailbox and it is partially uprooted from his lawn.

14-24025 1817 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 1450] FELLOWSHIP BIBLE CHURCH - 71 CENTER ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle: BLU 2007 BMW X3 0765 Reg: PC MA 95SV43 VIN: WBXPC93497WF02656
Narrative: Lamp post struck by unknown source sometime since last night. See report

14-24026 1830 Phone - Well Being Check Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 616 FARMS DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative: Management of complex requesting a well being check of resident. Management states that two separate residents called concerned about same.

14-24027 1932 Phone - MV Theft/Past Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: DISP Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA P9944
Narrative: Caller reports she was unable to locate her m/v today at the end of her husbands Doctor's appointment in the garage at Lahey. Lahey Security searched garage for m/v which they could not locate. Caller was given a ride home by her daughter.

14-24028 1938 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 1020] BONEFISH GRILL - 4 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #A
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Same assisted by the fire department. No transport.

14-24029 2002 Walk-In - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: DISP Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Vehicle: BLU 2010 HYUN SE ELANTR BLUEGL Reg: PC MA 472HN3 VIN: KMHDU4AD8AU829242
Narrative:
Female reports she struck a deer at the intersection and it ran into the woods.

14-24037 2131 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1440] ST MALACHY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH - 99 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2006 DODG VN CARAVA Reg: PC MA 235ED0 VIN: 1D4GP24R36B579225
Narrative:
Caller reports a suspicious motor vehicle parked out back near the storage shed.

Narrative:
Group of 6 young males who were playing frisbee at the Wildwood Park. Same stated that they felt safer parking at the church as opposed to the park.

14-24038 2213 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1454] TUSCAN KITCHEN - 24 EXECUTIVE PARK
Narrative:
Caller reports losing his wallet in the area. Same is a black leather money clip with the initials RW engraved. License, debit/credit card, and $400 cash reported to be in the money clip.

For Date: 10/09/2014 – Thursday

14-24053 0128 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vicinity of: MOUNTAIN RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 49 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: WHI 2014 MERZ SE CLA250 4MATIC Reg: PC MA 564WC2 VIN: WDDSJ4GB0EN079593
Narrative:
Male and female parties sent on their way and check ok.

14-24055 0152 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI No report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: FOX HILL RD @ 84 BEAVERBROOK RD
Unit: 49 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Male with red hooded sweatshirt, red jacket and white backpack walking down roadway.

Narrative:
Same checks ok. Male party walking home from work.

14-24066 0444 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
14-24075  0653  Initiated - ACO Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address:  12 MANOR AVE
Unit:  A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills Jr
Narrative:
Basement window alarm.

Did a walk through of the residence, checked secure.

14-24076  0656  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  261 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 177 BEDFORD ST
Unit:  46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  BLK 2011 JEEP LL GRAND WKJP74  Reg: PC MA 18LS07  VIN: 1J4RR5GG1BC641053
Vehicle:  BLU 2010 MACK 600  Reg: MA 81400  VIN: 1M2AU02C1AM003723
Narrative:
MVC no injuries.

See crash report.

14-24077  0709  Phone - ACO Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  23 BEDFORD ST
Unit:  A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills Jr
Narrative:
ACO activity

14-24078  0709  Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of:  81 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit:  A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills Jr
Narrative:
Dead animal in roadway.

14-24079  0721  Radio - ACO Activity  No report Due
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address:  7 FERNGLADE RD
Unit:  A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills Jr

14-24080  0726  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD
Unit:  44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Ambulance request for difficulty breating. Room 246.

14-24081  0730  Phone - ACO Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  13 CORCORAN RD
Unit:  A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills Jr
Narrative:
ACO activity

14-24082  0734  Initiated - ACO Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of:  35 CORCORAN RD
Unit:  A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills Jr
14-24083  0822  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 10 EDGEMONT AVE
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Rp states he was testing his fathers phone to make 911 calls.

Narrative:
CHECKS O.K. LIFELINE SYSTEM BEING SET UP FOR RESIDENT

14-24086  0941  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 7 BIRCHCREST ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Visiting nurse reports people canvassing the senior housing complex trying to convert people to a different religion refusing to leave area.

Narrative:
jehovah Witness sales people left area when asked by Officer.

14-24087  1000  Radio - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
Sgt. Doherty reports DMV in lot by pole #46.

Narrative:
Female was able to get herself clear.

14-24088  1015  Phone - ABANDONED M V Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 2048] JIMMY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT - 279 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: Reg: PC FL SUV (HP)
Narrative:
Caller reports a m/v has been in lot for approx six days.

Narrative:
SPOKE TO R.P. ADVISED SAME, FL. (HP) SUV.

14-24089  1023  Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: ELEGANCE BOUTIQUE - 378 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
General alarm.

Narrative:
Checks ok.

14-24091  1055  Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 139 FARMS DR Apt. #1
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
14-24094 1134 Phone - ALARM
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 14 ARDMORE AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Entry, exit motion alarm.

14-24095 1157 Phone - Lockout
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1197] BED BATH AND BEYOND - 3 ABBOTT PARK
Unit: 49 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: GRY 2001 ISU TROOPE Reg: PC MA 23AE77 VIN: JACDJ58X017J12169
Narrative: Lock out.

14-24096 1207 Phone - OPEN DOOR / WINDOW
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 20J SEVEN SPRINGS LN
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: RP states an address she is supposed to clean has a door open. Requesting an officer to check the property.

14-24097 1231 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Women fell outside and hit her head. FD en route.

14-24098 1311 Phone - Lockout
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1267] PLANET FITNESS - 40 RAY AVE
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Lockout.

14-24099 1319 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: 74 MACON RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Ambulance request for a 2 y/o vomiting. Believed to be related to food allergies.

Narrative: Same transported by the fire department
14-24100        1331 Phone - MV Complaint        Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:    7 EXECUTIVE PARK
Unit:    47  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:    Caller reports a m/v was speeding in the area and is now in
the garage.
Narrative:    UNABLE TO LOCATE

14-24102        1449 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up    No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 2073] SPRINT - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    43  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    911 hang up. No answer on call back.
Narrative:    miss dial

14-24103        1523 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:    46 MOUNTAIN RD
Narrative:    RP states he observed offensive comments shared to a group
page on Facebook. Same advised to report same to Facebook.

14-24105        1628 Phone - Animal Complaint        Unfounded
Call Taker:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:    KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:    [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:    Caller report a fox running through the parking lot.
Requesting an officer check on same.
Narrative:    Checked the area, unable to locate.

14-24106        1639 Initiated - MV STOP        Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address:    0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:         Reg:  MA 799WJF
Narrative:    Citation R5395717 issued to the owner/operator for unreg.
Same assisted to register mv online.

14-24107        1701 Phone - MV STOP        Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    177 BEDFORD ST @ 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE

14-24108        1704 Initiated - MV STOP        Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:    PROUTY RD @ WILMINGTON RD
Unit:    43  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:    2 Citations issued
14-24109  1706  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  1 BIRCHCREST ST
Unit:  46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  BLU 2002 NISS FRONTI 1321  Reg: PC MA 636NJ8  VIN: 1N6DD26S62C331058
Narrative:  Citation was issued.

14-24110  1717  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 1135] WATER TREATMENT PLANT - 151 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  44  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit:  42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:  Citation issued for defective brake light, seat belt violation.

14-24113  1906  911 - FIRE  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  203 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit:  43  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:  caller reports a stove fire. Fire notified

14-24114  1939  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Vicinity of:  WILMINGTON RD @ PROUTY RD
Unit:  43  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr

14-24116  1950  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  No report Due
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 2073] SPRINT - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  43  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:  911 mistake in dialing. Spoke with employee, Kevin, who states no emergency.

14-24117  1959  911 - Theft Past  Report Due
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:  Caller reports he was selling a phone on craigslist. When meeting up with the interested party, the person took his phone and fled the area in a silver BMW.

14-24118  2031  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 586] LACASCIA`S BAKERY + DELI - 326 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  62  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BLU 1995 GMC SW YUKON  Reg: PC MA 22XY07  VIN: 1GKEK18K4SJ702383
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 586] LACASCIA’S BAKERY + DELI - 326 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 62 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2001 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 58TF56 VIN: 2HGES257X1H508380
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE.
ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

Off Reynolds reports an odor of natural gas in the parking lot. National Grid notified.

CRIMINAL CITATION ISSUED.

Refer To Summons: 14-24122-AR
Summons: SANDERS, JONATHAN T
Address: 3 KIMBALL CT Apt. #401 WOBURN, MA
DOB: 02/11/1986
Charges: LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH, SUBSQ.OFF REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION

Citation issued.

Mr Perriello called to check on his daughter. The home number was not accepting calls and a message was left on her cell#

For Date: 10/10/2014 - Friday

CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address: [BUR 409] FIDELITY INVESTMENTS - 44 MALL RD
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 875FA0
Narrative:
**14-24133** 0055 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

- **Call Taker:** SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- **Primary Id:** KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vicinity of:** [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
- **Unit:** 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vehicle:** Reg: PC MA 336RX9
- **Narrative:**
  
  - MV Stop
  
  - Citation issued.

**14-24134** 0056 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

- **Call Taker:** SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Location/Address:** 98 BURLINGTON ST @ MOUNTAIN RD
- **Unit:** 44 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Vehicle:** Reg: PC MA 933HW3
- **Narrative:**
  
  - MV Stop
  
  - Citation issued for expired registration. Appears to be an issue with the dealer who registered the vehicle. Owner given proper info to fix with the dealer.

**14-24135** 0104 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

- **Call Taker:** SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- **Primary Id:** KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Location/Address:** 80 CHURCH LN @ PINEVALE AVE
- **Unit:** 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vehicle:** GRY 2002 VOLK SE PASSAT GLS Reg: PC MA 2WVW70 VIN: WWPD63B52P454306
- **Narrative:**
  
  - MV Stop
  
  - Citation issued.

**14-24137** 0122 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

- **Call Taker:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Location/Address:** WINN ST @ 1 MILL ST
- **Unit:** 44 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Unit:** 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vehicle:** Reg: PC MA 721VE8
- **Narrative:**
  
  - Citation issued.

**14-24145** 0143 Initiated - MV STOP Logged

- **Call Taker:** SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Location/Address:** PROUTY RD
- **Unit:** 44 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Unit:** 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vehicle:** Reg: PC MA 4LKD80
- **Narrative:**
  
  - MV Stop
  
  - Vehicle stopped for WMS hit.
  
  - Operator not owner. Female driver sent on her way.
14-24149
0156 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1640] VITAMIN SHOP - 47 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit: 44 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Two suspicious males
Narrative:
Checks ok, parties talking.

14-24150
0200 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vicinity of: [BUR 185] BURLINGTON MEDICAL ASSOCIATES - 281 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: Reg: PC CA 6KTN888
Narrative:
MV Stop
Narrative:
Citation issued for no headlights.

14-24152
0217 Phone - NOTIFICATION Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 777] SALANI, SUSAN - 33 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative:
Father contacted PD for well-being check. Same is an on-going issue, SOP will be followed.
Narrative:
Message left on voice mail.

14-24154
0307 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: CONFORMIS - 11 NORTH AVE
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Right side glass break.
Narrative:
Checks OK.

14-24167
0714 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: RED 2008 NISS 4D ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 75BS75
Narrative:
DMV
Narrative:
75BS75/MA is out of gas, AT&T towed the M/V.
Narrative:
TWO CITATIONS ISSUED.

14-24168
0725 Phone - FIRE Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL - 8 KIMBALL CT
Unit: 44 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Smoke coming from basement

Narrative:
Fire reports a burst pipe causing steam. No fire at this time.

14-24169 0746 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 708] HANSCOM CREDIT UNION - 8 EXECUTIVE PARK Apt. #6W
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit: 44 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Doors & Motion Alarm
Narrative:
Checks ok

14-24170 0754 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: CHURCH LN
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
MA REG 9468CZ
MA REG 589BS9

14-24172 0841 Phone - Psychological Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 7 VIOLET RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 40 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
Section 12.

14-24173 0853 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 162] APRIME ENERGY - 108 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Male reports when he stepped into the gas station to pay for his gas someone reached in his m/v and took his wallet.

Narrative:
On 10/9 between 1920-1940 RPs MV was entered and wallet was stolen.

See officers report

14-24174 0939 Other - THREATS PAST / PROGRESS Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address: [BUR 1098] FOX HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 252 FOX HILL RD
Unit: 60 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Unit: 44 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Unable to make contact with party at 1301 Arboretum way.

14-24179 1122 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 11 BEAVERBROOK RD @ WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
14-24180  1129  Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN  Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  7 BEAVERBROOK RD
Unit:  53  Lieutenant Paul S’ O’ Meara
Narrative:  RESIDENT REPORTS A WIRE ACROSS THE STREET. UNIT DISPATCHED.

Narrative:  Verizon notified

14-24181  1142  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 136] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 20 WALL ST
Unit:  44  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:  LAHEY SECURITY REPORTS A MALE PARTY, POSSIBLY DK , ABOUT TO DRIVE HIS CAR. UNIT DISPATCHED.

Narrative:  VERIZON NOTIFIED.

Narrative:  Party sent on his way safely via Burlington Taxi to Arlington.

14-24184  1327  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Location/Address:  [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD Apt. #426
Unit:  47  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit:  41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:  911 hang up.

Narrative:  Checks ok. Room 426. Same was a misdial

14-24186  1344  Phone - REPOSSESSION  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  65 MULLER RD
Unit:  DISP  Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Vehicle:  GRY 2001 NISS LL PATHFI  Reg: PC MA 349FV3  VIN: JN8DR09YYX1W584393
Narrative:  New England Adjustment Bureau Inc. reports a repossesssion order.

14-24188  1400  Initiated - MV Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:  EXECUTIVE PARK
Unit:  62  Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle:  WHI 2013 AUDI SE S4 8K254Y  Reg: PC MA 943WJ4  VIN: WAUKGAFL8DA069821
Narrative:  Report that MA reg 943WJ4 enetered the NEEP at a high rate of speed Thursday morning. Unable to get a phone listing, business card left on vehicle for operator to contact me.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14-24189| 1430      | Initiated - MV STOP       | Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Location/Address: 78 BIRCHCREST ST @ CENTER ST  
Unit: 46 Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 147MK2  
Vehicle: GRY 2012 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: 147MK2 VIN: JF1GJAD62CH014946  
Narrative: Citation Issued |
| 14-24191| 1507      | Phone - Ambulance Request | Services Rendered  
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Location/Address: [BUR 625] NORDSTROM RACK - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH  
Narrative: Ambulance request. (SU) checks ok, no statement were made. Med. treatment refused. |
| 14-24192| 1543      | Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY | Report Due  
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Location/Address: 11 DANIEL DR  
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Narrative: Caller reports when he came home all of his doors were open. See officer's report. |
| 14-24196| 1701      | Phone - Animal Complaint  | No report Due  
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Vicinity of: [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Narrative: Caller reports a rabbit got hit by mv and is still alive in the street. GOA |
| 14-24197| 1718      | Initiated - MV STOP       | Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Vicinity of: 376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD  
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 512JX9  
Narrative: Warning issued. |
| 14-24198| 1721      | Initiated - MV STOP       | Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Vicinity of: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 46 Patrol William F Trelegan  
Vehicle: RED 2007 HOND SE CIVIC USLX Reg: PC MA 913VD9 VIN: 1HGFA16587L000144  
Narrative: Officer states a citation issued for operating suspended registration. |
14-24199 1722 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vicinity of: WINN ST @ GLEN AVE
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: BLK 2005 HOND SE ACCORD USLX Reg: PC MA 468WS7
Vehicle: BLK 2005 HOND SE ACCORD USLX Reg: PC MA 468WS7 VIN: 1HGCM56475A013551
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24201 1735 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 92HJ71
Narrative: Warning issued

14-24204 1746 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: [BUR 164] BURLINGTON COLD CUT CENTER - 185 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative: Penniston alarm reports front motion alarm
Narrative: Doors check secure

14-24203 1747 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: [BUR 586] LACASCIA`S BAKERY + DELI - 326 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: RED 2005 DODG VN CARAVA Reg: PC MA 216SPH VIN: 2D4GP44L95R482523
Narrative: Citation issued

14-24205 1755 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 2264] FOR EYES OPTICAL - 2 WAYSDIE RD
Unit: 47 Patrol William F Trelegen
Narrative: Past theft.
Narrative: See officer's OF-report.

14-24206 1816 911 - MV Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: LEXINGTON ST @ 19 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: RED 2003 FORD F250 Reg: PC MA 967WJ2 VIN: 1FTNX21L53EA74656
Narrative: Caller reports an erratic operator of a red pickup with a white top hit a mailbox on Bedford St. across from Simonds Park then continued driving down Lexington St. Unknown registration.

14-24207 1817 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: BROOKFIELD RD
Unit: 67 Patrol Paul J Glejzer
14-24208

1930  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address: 99 MILL ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: GRY 2009 ACUR MDX  Reg: PC MA BOYLE  VIN: 2HNYD28479H510584
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-24209

1937  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 99 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: GRY 2006 NISS SE ALTIMA SSL  Reg: PC MA 322JB1  VIN: 1N4AL11D16N387419
Narrative:
Citation issued 90/7

14-24210

1944  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
 Vicinity of: 97 MILL ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: BLK 2012 CHEV SE SONIC 1JV69  Reg: PC MA 684SC8  VIN: 1G1JC5SH5C4113346
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-24212

1958  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
 Location/Address: [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: GRY 2000 MITS SE ECLIPS GS  Reg: PC MA 27BY7  VIN: 4A3AC44GXE144483
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-24213

2001  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 290 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WINN ST
Unit: DESK Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Vehicle: GRY 2005 CHRY VN TOWN  Reg: PC MA 330873  VIN: 1C4GP45R85B4111148
Vehicle: RED 2000 FORD LSTCON P150  Reg: PC MA 2YE900  VIN: 2FTPX18WXSBC03609
Narrative:
RP reports an accident. Parties to exchange information

14-24214

2008  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
 Vicinity of: [BUR 205] SUBWAY - 258 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: RED 2013 VOLK SE JETTA BASES  Reg: PC MA 647WC8  VIN: 3VW2K7AJ7DM208444
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-24215

2019  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
 Vicinity of: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ARTHURWOODS AVE
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:
Citation issued.
Vehicle: GRN 2005 PORS CAYENN  Reg: PC MA 115YA9  VIN: WP1AA29P85LA24452
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24216  2020  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 466 CAMBRIDGE ST @ LEROY DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA FF7151
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24217  2033  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vicinity of: 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 99 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: GRY 2007 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 621WA2  VIN: 1HGCM66417A042214
Narrative: verbal warning

14-24218  2035  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vicinity of: 3 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: WHI 2014 MAZD LL CX5  Reg: PC MA 1YTF20  VIN: JM3KE4BE7E0376316
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24219  2046  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vicinity of: 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 FOURTH AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: BLK 2003 NISS UT XTERRA  Reg: PC MA 133YV6  VIN: 5N1ED28Y53C639053
Narrative: Warning issued.

14-24220  2050  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vicinity of: [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: BLU 2012 DODG LL JOURNE  Reg: PC MA 335RX7  VIN: 3C4PDCBB6CT304475
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24222  2103  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vicinity of: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 2013 FORD AP EDGE  Reg: PC NH 11834  VIN: 2FMDK3GC2DBB04146
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR MISUSE OF HP PLACARD. PARKING TICKET (#230556) ISSUED FOR HP PARKING VIOLATION.

14-24223  2104  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vicinity of: 228 WINN ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle: BLU 2013 HYUN VELOST  Reg: PC MA 582FC2  VIN: KMHTC6AD7DU179320
14-24224 2113 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI No report Due  
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr  
Primary Id:  MMC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Location/Address:  [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:  44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Vehicle:  BLU 1998 CHEV K1500 Reg: PC MA 478LJ3 VIN: 1GCEK19W8WE223492  
Narrative:  Party checks ok, same was a DMV.

14-24227 2119 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Primary Id:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Location/Address:  WINN ST @ 13 LOCUST ST  
Unit:  41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Narrative:  Citation issued.

14-24229 2120 Initiated - BUILDING CHECK Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Primary Id:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Vicinity of:  [BUR 2169] CHURCH OF CHRIST - 342 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit:  42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Vehicle:  BLK 2002 CHEV SE SILVER C1500 Reg: PC MA 1AX534 VIN: 2GCEC19V821203257  
Narrative:  Citation issued.

14-24232 2125 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged  
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Primary Id:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Vehicle:  BLK 1997 HOND CIVIC USDX Reg: PC MA 652Z7 Reg: PC MA 652ZR7 VIN: 2HGEJ6340VH121782  
Narrative:  Caller reports a minor mv crash with no injuries and neither vehicle needs a tow. Party advised to exchange paperwork and to call back if further assistance is needed.  
Female party did call back and dispatch confirmed information.

14-24238 2146 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Primary Id:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Location/Address:  [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit:  42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Vehicle:  GRY 2013 VOLK 4D Reg: PC MI CFH3119 VIN: 3VWDF7AJ2DM96090  
Narrative:  Citation issued.

14-24239 2152 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST  
Unit:  48 Patrol William F Trelegan  
Vehicle:  GRN 2005 MINI MINCOO COOPER Reg: PC MA 27RV89 VIN: WMMRE33505TL10699  
Narrative:  Citation issued.

14-24240 2200 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Primary Id:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Location/Address:  [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit:  42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Vehicle:  BLK 2002 CHEV SE SILVER C1500 Reg: PC MA 1AX534 VIN: 2GCEC19V821203257  
Narrative:  Citation issued.
14-24242  
**2219 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Call Taker:**  
KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Primary Id:**  
KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Vehicle:**  
BRO 2002 JEEP GRACHE OVERLA  
**Reg:** PC MA 752PC8  
**VIN:** 1J8GW68J52C160866  
**Narrative:**  
Citation issued.

14-24244  
**2228 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Call Taker:**  
KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Primary Id:**  
KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Vehicle:**  
GRY 2010 HOND CP CIVIC FG1B6A  
**Reg:** PC MA 315HN7  
**VIN:** 2HGFG1B63AH533858  
**Narrative:**  
Citation issued.

14-24245  
**2236 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Call Taker:**  
KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Primary Id:**  
KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Vehicle:**  
GRY 2005 TOYT VN SIENNA  
**Reg:** PC MA 21HB53  
**VIN:** 5TDZA23C65S253088  
**Narrative:**  
Citation issued.

14-24247  
**2238 911 - DISTURBANCE**  
**Call Taker:**  
EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
**Primary Id:**  
WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
**Location/Address:**  
[BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE  
**Unit:**  
43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
**Unit:**  
48 Patrol William F Trelegan  
**Narrative:**  
Manager states that a male patron has threatened the desk personnel.  
**Narrative:**  
ASSISTED MANAGER WITH REMOVING UNWANTED PARTIES. NO CRIME COMMITTED.

14-24246  
**2241 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Call Taker:**  
WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
**Primary Id:**  
WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
**Location/Address:**  
[BUR 166] DUNKIN DONUTS - 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
**Unit:**  
48 Patrol William F Trelegan  
**Vehicle:**  
BLK 1998 TOYT SE COROLL  
**Reg:** PC MA 954MJ2  
**VIN:** 2T1BR12E9WC089028  
**Narrative:**  
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION AND NO REGISTRATION IN POSSESSION.

14-24248  
**2256 911 - Well Being Check**  
**Call Taker:**  
EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
**Location/Address:**  
239 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
**Unit:**  
41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
**Unit:**  
42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
**Narrative:**  
Female party called 911 at 22:16 stating that her friend is at her boyfriend's house somewhere in Burlington.

14-24249  
**2326 Other - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER**  
**Logged**
14-24250 2332 Other - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: 12 MURRAY AVE Apt. #18
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: 48 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Well-being check for a female party.

14-24251 2337 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 1098] FOX HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 252 FOX HILL RD
Unit: 53 Lieutenant Paul S O'Meara
Narrative: Male caller reported that four suspicious male teenagers were outside of the school. Also, one was up on top of the roof. Lt. responded and it was unfounded. Dispatch left messages for the two listed contact custodians to call PD back and respond to do a walk-through the school. Awaiting call backs.
Narrative: Second call to Custodian Baker to respond; message left by Sgt. Hanafin.

For Date: 10/11/2014 - Saturday

14-24253 0023 Phone - ESCORT Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative: Officer assisted a male patron picking up his belongings.

14-24254 0030 Radio - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Vicinity of: SKILTON LN @ PATRIOT RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Dmv.
Narrative: Same assisted with flat tire @ 0010 -- vehicle on its way

14-24259 0123 Phone - MV Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vicinity of: 28 WINN ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Woburn PD reports erratic operator heading into our town.
Narrative: Unable to locate

14-24266 0527 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vicinity of: [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Daniel K Houston

Narrative:
Employee reports suspicious male was inside the store but has since left in an unknown vehicle. Requesting a check of the area and to speak with an officer.

Narrative:
spoke to same checked the area unfounded.. advised if individual returns to call us back.

14-24271 1024 Phone - Disabled MV Logged

Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: DM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 177 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 44 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle: RED 2015 JAGU FTYPE 3320 Reg: PC MA BC58 VIN: SAJWA6GL5FMK14947
Narrative:
DMV

Narrative:
AT&T NOTIFIED

Narrative:
Registered owner notified AAA and they are sending a tow. Vehicle towed by Pro Tech.

14-24272 1026 Phone - Disabled MV Unfounded

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:
Caller reports DMV on route 128 nb.

Narrative:
GOA

14-24274 1056 Phone - Well Being Check Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Vehicle: GRY 2009 TOYT SE CAMRY LEXLES Reg: PC MA 619SF6 VIN: 4T1BK46KX9U0098149
Narrative:
Female reports a child in a m/v alone.

14-24275 1116 Phone - Animal Complaint Unfounded

Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 10 CAREY AVE
Unit: 47 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 48 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
RP STATES DOG HAS BEEN OUTSIDE FOR A WHILE.

Narrative:
unfounded.

14-24276 1144 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due

Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vicinity of: [BUR 1255] CITIZEN BANK - 248 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
Vehicle: BLK 2012 TOYT SE CAMRY XLE Reg: PC MA 997SX4 VIN: 4T4BF1FK8CR241406
Vehicle: GRY 2005 DODG SE NEON P LPDP41 Reg: PC MA 184YG7 VIN: 1B3ES56C55D184898
Towed: For: Accident By: Owners own request
Narrative:
MVC

Narrative:
(2) car mv crash. Passenger of MA reg. 997SX4 reports medical injury / refusal to BFD. See crash report.

14-24277  1154  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  44  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

14-24278  1225  Phone - Property - Lost or Found  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  DISP  Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Narrative:
caller reports losing her wallet containing her driver's license, small amount of cash and credit card. Same was lost approx 2 weeks ago. Card have already been cancelled and has already contacted credit bureau.

14-24279  1335  Phone - Ambulance Request  Report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address:  9 FRED ST
Unit:  48  Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit:  41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

14-24280  1409  Phone - Alarm  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 1068] UNIVERSAL TECHNOLOGY - 22 A ST
Unit:  49  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Front Entry Alarm

14-24281  1416  Phone - Alarm  False Alarm
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 1017] CORAVIN - 154 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle:  BLU 2007 BMW SE 335I  Reg: PC MA 73X777 VIN: WBAVB735X7VH22850
Narrative:
General alarm.

14-24282  1426  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  2 SAWYER ST
Unit:  49  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
RP REQUESTING TRANSPORT FOR MOTHER TO HOSPITAL.

14-24283  1457  Phone - Susp Person; MVs; Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:  [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
Unit: 49  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Murray's towing reports a male may be making false calls to the tow company in an attempt to have a certain driver show up that he is accusing of following his sister. Murray's request we assist with call.

Narrative:
misunderstanding between drivers. not a problem

14-24284  1513  Phone - MV Hit & Run  Report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 HOND CROSST  Reg: PC MA 2JRH60  VIN: 5J6TF2H56CL003439
Narrative:
Caller reports a m/v struck her m/v and left area.

Narrative:
MV hit and run. Ma reg871zt6 left with out attempting to make herself known at scene. Will attempt to notify owner. See report.

14-24285  1603  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:  [BUR 746] THE PAPER STORE - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: DESK  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Female party called to report her cell phone was left in the parking lot at 34 Cambridge Street accidentally. She stated she called her phone to find that a male party from Bedford had picked it up, and wanted her to go to his apartment to retrieve it. After contacting the phone the male party agreed to bring the phone to the Bedford Police Station to be picked up by the owner there. Rp and Bedford PD were advised of same.

14-24287  1638  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 41  Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle:  GRY 2007 CHEV SE COBALT  Reg: PC MA 4RVW20  VIN: 1G1AK55F177219875
Narrative:
Caller reports a minor MVC. Same requesting assistance with paper exchange.

Narrative:
Assisted parties with exchange procedure.

14-24288  1646  Phone - Animal Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vicinity of:  9 CAREY AVE
Unit: 43  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller states that a dog has been barking all day.

Narrative:
Neighbor at number 10 attempting to contact dog owners to have dog brought into house. If unable to, neighbor will bring dog into her house.

14-24290  1652  Initiated - PARKING  Citation/Warning Issued
2 citations issued.

14-24295 1717 Phone - Harrassment Report Due
Call Taker: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 6 CUTTING LN
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative: Caller reports nephew continually calling parents. Requests officer assistance.
Narrative: Per RP officer to contact subject and advise to stop calling. RP to seek HPO at WDC.

14-24299 1734 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative: Mv lockout on a silver Mitz Galante in rear lot.
Narrative: Access gained.

14-24304 1829 911 - FIRE No report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] 264 WINN ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative: No fire. BFD handled same

14-24305 1909 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 146 LEXINGTON ST @ MALL RD
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: GRY 2009 TOYT VN SIENNA Reg: PC MA 67FN89 VIN: 5TDZK22C29S276582
Narrative: Party stopped for lane violation. VW issued. Same seemed short of breath due to "fright", refused ambulance, advised to remain in parking lot of church until she regained normal breathing.

14-24310 2008 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 42 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: WHI 2005 GMC YUKON YUKDEN Reg: PC MA SKIDDO VIN: 1GKEK63U45J141340
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24312 2023 911 - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: CMCS - 3 JONATHAN RD
Fire enroute.

FD handled same.

14-24315  2052 Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Vicinity of: [BUR 2091] RECREATION DEPARTMENT - 61 CENTER ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Checks ok. Rec. Dept. employee ensuring doors are locked prior to leaving for the night.

14-24317  2100 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vicinity of: ROUTE 128 S @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24321  2138 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vicinity of: 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 177 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: 42 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 42 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24325  2158 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 11 RANDALL DR
Unit: 49 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Resident reports a pack of coyotes in the area. Same believes they may have gone after her neighbors dog.

Narrative: No trace dog coyotes in he area. No domestic animals hurt as well.

14-24324  2159 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 235 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: BLK 2013 HOND ACCORD Reg: PC MA 813XF4 VIN: 1HGCT1A35DA012875
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-24326  2203 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 6 CAROLINE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative: 4 y/o having difficulty breathing. FD enroute.
FD transported same.

14-24327  2228  Initiated - Disabled MV  No report Due
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Primary Id:  MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Location/Address:  FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ 1 CEDAR ST  
Unit:  44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Narrative:  Assisted pushing vehicle in to a safe location.

14-24328  2230  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Primary Id:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Location/Address:  [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit:  41  Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 HYUN SE SONATA GLS  Reg: PC MA 412NX8  VIN: 5NPEB4AC0CH383218  
Narrative:  Citation issued marked lanes and red light

14-24331  2247  Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder  
Location/Address:  A T & T - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:  42  Patrol Scott K Lauder  
Narrative:  All doors and windows check secure. No one on site.

14-24332  2253  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Location/Address:  [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit:  44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Unit:  41  Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Unit:  43  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 HYUN SE SONATA GLS  Reg: PC MA 412NX8  VIN: 5NPEB4AC0CH383218  
Towed:  For: Felonious Use/Arrest By: Automotive Tech & Trans To: Automotive Tech & Trans  
Narrative:  Female caller states that her boyfriend just hit her. She is in the gas station. Multiple units dispatched.  
Narrative:  Male party arrested. A T & T towed MA 412NX8.  
Refer To Arrest:  14-24332-AR  
Arrest:  LACONTE, DAVID J  
Address:  4 LEAH DR   ROCKLAND, MA  
DOB:  05/23/1978  
Charges:  A&B

14-24333  2257  911 - NOISE COMPLAINT  Logged
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Location/Address:  EVERGREEN AVE  
Unit:  42  Patrol Scott K Lauder  
Narrative:  Youths playing in the street, advised to quiet down for the night.

14-24334  2344  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard  
Location/Address:  [BUR 1086] NOODLES & COMPANY - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:  42  Patrol Scott K Lauder  
Narrative:  Commercial burg alarm: right front door.  
Narrative:  Responding officer reports that all doors secure.
For Date: 10/12/2014 - Sunday

14-24335 0000 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vicinity of: SHADY LANE DR Apt. #4
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Resident reports a dog barking for the past few hours outside.
Dogs are at 4 Shady Lane Dr. No one answering the door, 3 M/Vs are in the driveway.
Slider was left open for dogs to get out, door was closed but they are still barking in the house.
Call was logged as Apt 4 due to database not accepting house #4. Two poodeles were outside barking.

14-24336 0035 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 7 CRYSTAL CIR
Narrative:
Malicious damage to mailbox reported.

14-24371 0654 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 2090] LEMAITRE VASCULAR - 63 SECOND AVE
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
General alarm.
Employee was waiting for me. He set the alarm off when he went in. They are open for business at this time.

14-24372 0721 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: AT&T - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 62 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 44 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Back door alarm.
Checks OK.

14-24373 0840 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 23 FREEPORT DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
fire dept transported
14-24374        0858    Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 N @ WINN ST
Unit:    62  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    GRY 2014 SUBA SW FOR  Reg: PC RI 349200  VIN: JF2SJAHC6EH506730
Narrative:    CITATION ISSUED FOR CLOCKED SPEED.

14-24376        0949    Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    [BUR 580] KIRKLAND & SHAW INC - 5 ADAMS ST
Unit:    49  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:    Fence alarm.

14-23811        1000    Other - ACO Activity Logged
Call Taker:    GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Location/Address:    25 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #106
Narrative:    Notify ACO to release dog from quarantine-quantine ends 10-12-2014 and owner is going away and wants to take the dog with her which she can not do unless the dog has been released from quarantine in writing.

14-24377        1009    Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Logged
Call Taker:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:    2A PRINCETON RD
Narrative:    Caller reports her mailbox was knocked over during the night of 10/11 & 10/12, same wanted logged. RP did not request an officer to take a report.

14-24378        1011    Phone - Animal Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    8 CAROL AVE
Unit:    44  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    Homeowner reports injured groundhog in yard.

14-24379        1040    Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Report Due
Call Taker:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    6 MAKECHNIE RD
Unit:    49  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit:    41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:    Caller requests assistance with an ongoing issue over a landlord tenant dispute.

Narrative:    Civil issued over the apartment being legal/illegal. Tenant stated that they have his l, last and security payment and they can use that to cover rent thru Oct. He is leaving on the 1st of Nov. See report.
14-24380 1045 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: AT &T - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 62 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Alarm, Richard on scene w/o passcode.

14-24381 1055 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
Unit: 62 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Ambulance request.

14-24382 1139 Walk-In - Soliciting Logged
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative: Officer reports that Next Step Living will be soliciting in town on 10/12 & 10/13, same checked in at 11:35 A.M. on 10/12/14, same was advised to check in daily.

14-24383 1155 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 299] CRATE & BARREL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: MINOR 2 CAR MVC, NO INJURIES.

14-24384 1243 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 244] EMPIRE SPORTS CLUB - 12 A ST
Narrative: PARTY GOT LOCKED INTO GYM. FIRE NOTIFIED. KEYHOLDER RESPONDED AND LET PARTY OUT.

14-24386 1437 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 284 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CHURCH LN
Unit: 62 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: RED 2007 STRN VN RELAY Reg: PC MA 59FE00 VIN: 5GZDV03187D155002
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR NO LEFT TURN SIGN VIOLATION AND INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

14-24388 1527 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
Unit: POV1 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND LL CRV Reg: PC MA 466XG2 VIN: 5J6RE4H34AL017019
Vehicle: BLK 2014 INFI SE Q50 PREMIU Reg: PC MA 5FLM80 VIN: JN1BV7ARXEM692514
Narrative:
14-24389 1532 Phone - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1229] 294 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Manager reports a disturbance in his restaurant.
Narrative: Dispute over item that she drank which was expired. Settled for now, R/P advised to go BOH on Tuesday.
Narrative:
VERBAL ARGUMENT BETWEEN OWNER OF RITU KI RASOI RESTAURANT AND A CUSTOMER OVER AN INDIAN COCA COLA SOFT DRINK THAT EXPIRED IN 2012. SETTLED RESTAURANT OWNER DID NOT CHARGE THE CUSTOMER.

14-24390 1557 911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: Received multiple calls on a two m/c crash with unknown pi. Fire enroute.
Narrative: Unable to locate.

14-24392 1615 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of: TERRY AVE @ 300 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Caller reports a large pothole on Terry Avenue where the exit from Patterson's is.
Narrative: Pot hole is not large and is on the property for the stores.

14-24394 1637 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 2072] APPLE COMPUTER - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: 911 Hang Up from this location - unable to contact by phone. Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Confirmed accidental with manager.

14-24395 1709 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: Caller reports male party passed out in the front area of the Cheese Cake Factory - Disp.unit to area fire dept.notified
Narrative:
Patient refusal.

14-24398  1815  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  No report Due
Call Taker:   CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:  2 NORTHEASTERNAVE
Unit:  63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
911 call from that location - on Call back spoke with
resident stating same is okay. Disp.unit to area

14-24397  1816  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker:   MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address:  PAULA ST
Unit:  49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit:  43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit:  40 Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Unit:  63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Caller reports hearing what sounded like gunshots.

14-24399  1851  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:   MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id:   DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of:  177 BEDFORD ST @ 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  Reg: MA 463XF3
Narrative:
Citation issued for red light violation.

14-24400  1904  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:   DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id:   DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 1429] THE BANCROFT - 15 THIRD AVE
Unit:  42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 842JN5
Narrative:
Citation issued for speeding (52/35).

14-24401  1909  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:   EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:   MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address:  [BUR 1172] AMERICAN LEGION - 162 WINN ST
Unit:  44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Fire enroute.

14-24402  1912  Phone - Lockout  Services Rendered
Call Taker:   CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:   DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 575FG4
Vehicle:  GRY 2007 TOYT UT RAVNEW  Reg: PC MA 575FG4  VIN: JTMBD31VX76042644
Narrative:
Caller requests assistance for a lockout. Disp.unit ot area

Narrative:
Entry gained.
14-24404 2005 911 - Abandoned Call
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: 14 CHADWICK RD
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. On call back, male resident states that he misdialed. Responding officer informed of hazard.

14-24405 2012 911 - Alarm/Carbon Monoxide
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: 1A MEADOWVALE RD
Narrative: Caller states that her CO2 alarm is activated. Fire handled same.

14-24406 2045 Phone - Suspicious Person
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMANS - 53 THIRD AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: GRN 1998 FORD AP EXPEDITN Reg: PC NH 9067 VIN: 1FMEU18W7WLA0095
Narrative: Caller reports suspicious m/v, green SUV with red trailer and NH Reg. Disp.unit to area

14-24407 2112 Phone - Well Being
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 3 LOWELL ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: RP reports her mother-in-law called to tell her that her grandson took her motor vehicle without asking and she is concerned because she left her pocketbook in the vehicle. Disp.unit to area

14-24411 2153 Radio - Animal Complaint
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Vicinity of: OFF-RAMP - 0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Officer reports a large deceased racoon on the off-ramp from Route 128 south to Middlesex Trnpk. MA Highway notified to remove.

14-24418 2229 Phone - Alarm
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Pocketbook was not in the car. Same was located in the home.
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Commercial burg alarm: Front left door.

Narrative:
Checks OK. Building appears secure.

14-24419 2243 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: A T & T - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Commercial burg alarm: back door.

Narrative:
All doors and windows check secure.

14-24420 2253 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 14 SEARS ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Property Protection reports alarm sounding at 14 Sears St. Disp. unit to area

Narrative:
ALL EXTERIOR DOORS CHECK SECURE AND NO SIGNS OF ANY FORCED ENTRY.

Narrative:
Checks okay

For Date: 10/13/2014 - Monday

14-24435 0205 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 249 WINN ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: BLU 2007 HOND SE CIVIC EX Reg: PC MA 314JZ2 VIN: 1HGFA16897L049637
Towed: For: Accident By: Murrays Towing To: Murray's Towing
Vehicle: BLU 2009 HOND SE CIVIC USLX Reg: PC MA 39BT70 VIN: 2HGFA16529H366889
Narrative:
BFD and Murray's notified.

Narrative:
Arrest made, See Officer's report.

Refer To Arrest: 14-24435-AR
Arrest: MARTINS, ALVARO A
Address: 51 ELIZABETH RD BILLERICA, MA
DOB: 01/04/1986
Charges: OUI LIQUOR
SPEEDING
NEGLIGENCE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE

14-24436 0217 Phone - ALARM Unfounded
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Front door alarm.
Narrative:
Front doors secure, no signs of entry. No audible alarm heard upon arrival. Dispatch advises no responder available.

14-24438 0428  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 14 SEARS ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Residential burglar alarm.

14-24439 0448 Walk-In - CIVIL COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 6 MAKECHNIE RD
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller reports issue with his landlord.

14-24440 0454 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 9 RICHARDSON RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Caller having anxiety issue. Police and Fire dispatched.

14-24441 0637 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] DA VITA - 31 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Caller reports a female fell outside of the building. Police and Fire dispatched.

14-24442 0734  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 625] NORDSTROM RACK - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Perimeter right glass break.
Cancelled per alarm company

14-24443 0740  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 855] REBECCA'S CAFE - 99 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Office Divider door and Office front motion.

Narrative:
Accidental by employee, checks ok.

14-24444 0751 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: STONEBRIDGE - 50 GREENLEAF RD Apt. #126
Unit: 49 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Male fell complaining of chest pains.

Narrative:
Fire notified

Narrative:
transported to Lahey.

14-24445 0858 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: WALL ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2005 FORD LGTCON F150 Reg: PC MA 62DF76 VIN: 1FTPX1455NB67387
Narrative:
SP male inside a dumpster

Narrative:
Owner of MA reg. 62DF76 (brn Ford F150) checks ok. He is an employee of the fence company that uses this space.

14-24446 0903 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 49 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: WHI 2014 LINC 4D RANGE Reg: TA MA T710 VIN: SALWR2WF6EA362030
Narrative:
MVC with injuries. Crash involves MBTA bus.

Narrative:
(2) people transported to LHCER by BFD. MBTA Pd. to hand crash. On ramp opened at 10:15 hrs. MASS Hwy to clean up the roadway as well.

14-24447 0923 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 6 MAKECHNIE RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports someone has cut her cable and phone lines overnight.

Narrative:
R/P states that her Com cast cable wire leading into her house was cut sometime between 12 AM and 4:30 AM on 10/13/14. Com cast at this house on 10/13/14 at 11:24 hrs. to repair. See officers report.

14-24448 0957 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

14-24449        1014 Phone - SUICIDE ATTEMPTS OR THREAT Logged
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    3 DALE ST
Unit:    49  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit:    46  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
    TPD requesting well-being check. Male party made suicidal
    statements to ex-girlfriend.

Narrative:
Party not, brother stated that he does live in the
Billerica/ Bedford area and does not know where he works.

Narrative:
    Tewksbury Pd located party

14-24450        1031 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:    14 SEARS ST
Unit:    48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
    Kitchen alarm.

Narrative:
    Same appears to be secure

14-24452        1240 Walk-In - CIVIL COMPLAINT No report Due
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    3 COUNTY RD
Narrative:
    RP states his son moved out and took his cable box.

Narrative:
    Spoke with both parties involved, and unable to determine
    who is in charge of the account. Both have bills indicating
    they are in charge of the account.

Comcast was unable to provide any information. Both advised
    to separate account through Comcast to indicate who's in
    charge of what equipment.

Narrative:
    Spoke with Comcast, and was able to determine the owner of
    equipment. Same was returned to station for owner can pick
    up. Property form was filed

14-24453        1255 Phone - Theft In Progress Report Due
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:    KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:    [BUR 1534] BANK OF AMERICA - 11 CENTER ST
Unit:    48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:    BRO 2008 HOND VN ODYSSE  Reg: PC MA 648DH9  VIN: 5FNRL38608B403059
Narrative:
    Rp states a male party used his CC to take money of of ATM.

Narrative:
    Complainant reports at about 1250 he withdrew money from his
    account at the ATM- While he was there a white male was
    already there and appeared agitated- Complainant was
    intimidated by his behavior and left quickly after his
    withdrawal without shutting out his account. He became
    suspicious and went back in to ATM and discovered $400 more
14-24454  1258  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 1042] VISIONWORKS - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  911 Mis-Dial

was withdrawn. See report

14-24455  1305  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 1507] MAC COSMETICS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  Caller reports party having a medical issue with their heart. PD notified. No cars available to dispatch.

14-24456  1310  Walk-In - MV Hit & Run  Report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 HOND SE ACCORD USLX  Reg: PC MA 699XY8  VIN: 1HGCP2F37CA146272
Narrative:  Caller reports a m/v struck his m/v in the parking lot area of Market Basket. Unable to reach the female driver by phone.

14-24457  1349  Phone - Lockout  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  46  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 164APN
Narrative:  Lock out.

14-24458  1401  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  1 POLK ST
Unit:  43  Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:  Ambulance request.

14-24461  1543  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DMW007 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  49  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit:  46  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Kohl's Security reports 5 youths in store who may be attempting to shoplift items.
Narrative:
See Officer McLean's report.

14-24462 1609 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 2044] THE FIRST GRANITE PLACE - 374 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 48 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Caller reports a male with a back pac on the corner of the Business.

Narrative:
RP reports a male in a grey sweatshirt sitting by the wall most mornings around 8am. Extra checks requested.

14-24463 1627 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
BFD handled same.

14-24464 1633 Initiated - MV STOP Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 1 BARON PARK LN
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 48 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 43 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: RED 2006 BUIC VN TERRAZ Reg: PC MA 4LW360 VIN: 5GADV33136D155542
Refer To Arrest: 14-24464-AR
Arrest: LEE, MATTHEW J
Address: 1 BARON PARK LN Apt. #19 BURLINGTON, MA
DOB: 05/05/1971
Charges: LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH INSPECTION/STICKER, NO

14-24465 1639 Phone - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: GRY 2010 TOYT LL RAV4 Reg: PC MA 2752V9 VIN: 2T3BF4D8AV060917
Narrative:
Caller reports motor vehicle struck his vehicle and then left the scene. RP is operating a gray BMW. Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Assisted owners in paper exchange.

14-24468 1659 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ KINNEY AVE
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2009 VOLV SE S80 T6TURB Reg: PC MA 318VC6 VIN: YV1AH992091090290
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-24469 1702 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 41 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 48 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Female party transported to Mass General

14-24471  1717 Phone - Well Being Check       Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 48 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2009 VOLK JETTA TDI Reg: PC MA 424HP7 VIN: 3VWTL71K59M278526
Narrative:
Caller reports a woman walking s/b on Cambridge st with a blanket on.
Narrative:
Female checks ok. Same lives in the area.

14-24473  1742 Phone - Ambulance Request       Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 30 EUGENE RD
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Ambulance request
Narrative:
Male party to be transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

14-24474  1744 Initiated - MV STOP       No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 320 CAMBRIDGE ST @ SKILTON LN
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2009 VOLK JETTA TDI Reg: PC MA 424HP7 VIN: 3VWTL71K59M278526
Narrative:
Duplicate entry. See incident 14-24475.

14-24475  1745 Initiated - MV STOP       Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 320 CAMBRIDGE ST @ SKILTON LN
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2009 VOLK JETTA TDI Reg: PC MA 424HP7 VIN: 3VWTL71K59M278526
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-24477  1810 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES      Logged
Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 48 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
MV crash unknown injuries.
Narrative:
No damage visible. Steering on vehicle stopped working after striking granite curb. No injuries reported.
14-24478   1815  Phone - ALARM  Unfounded
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 2211] GFC HOLDINGS INCORPORATED - 281 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  49  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Alarm Sounding at 281 Cambridge st. Disp.unit to area

14-24479   1815  Phone - Well Being Check  No report Due
Call Taker:  MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address:  [BUR 448] AMC THEATERS - 20 SOUTH AVE
Unit:  43  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller reports being unable to make contact with her husband
Same was supposed to be at the theater with 2 kids.
Reportedly operating MA / 627GVD.

14-24483   1850  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Report Due
Call Taker:  MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 939] STAPLES - 111 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  47  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit:  42  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
caller reports detaining a shoplifter.
Narrative:
One male taken into custody. See Officer's arrest report.
Refer To Arrest:  14-24483-AR
Arrest:  STAMPLEY, IRWIN
Address:  444 HARRISON AVE BOSTON, MA
DOB:  03/06/1964
Charges:  LARCENY OVER $250
          WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

14-24484   1905  Phone - ALARM  No report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  NETZSCH - 129 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  41  Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit:  58  Detective Paul M Callahan
Unit:  48  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Rear motion
Narrative:
Checks OK.

14-24485   1926  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit:  48  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Male party transported to Lahey by BFD

14-24490   2046  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
14-24491  2055  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Vehicle Towed
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:  [BUR 1360] NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY - 145 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit:  48  Patrol Scott K Lauder  Unit:  62  Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
lahet Security report single motor vehicle crash in the area of 145 South Bedford St. Disp unit to area.

Narrative:
AAA towed Ma. reg 6621GR.

14-24500  2139  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address:  [BUR 1443] PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH - 335 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  43  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle:  GRN 1998 TOYT SIENNA  Reg: PC MA 61SC86  VIN: 4T3ZF13C8WU028425
Narrative:
Citation issued

14-24503  2149  Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  No report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address:  85 BEDFORD ST
Unit:  44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer  Unit:  41  Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative:
Checked residence.  Party was not at home.  RP advised.

14-24505  2210  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 433] FRIEND LUMBER - 4 ADAMS ST
Unit:  42  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  Reg: CO MA B30654
Narrative:
Susp. m/v.

Narrative:
Party known to Officer seen removing scrap from behind buildings.  Same returned items and was advised not to take scrap unless he is able to prove he had permission. Civil citation issued for possession of Class D.

14-24506  2213  Phone - Disabled MV  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address:  25 MALL RD
Unit:  43  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  Unit:  48  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle:  GRN 2002 JEEP LIBERT LIMITE  Reg: PC MA BR5017  VIN: 1J8GL58K92W148052
Vehicle:  GRY 2010 TOYT HIGHLA  Reg: PC MA 853YV6  VIN: 5TDDK3EH0AS018998
Narrative:
Dmv.
Same towed by AAA

14-24510  2231  Phone - Well Being Check  Report Due
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  28 OVERLOOK AVE
Unit:  47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Epping N.H Police request a well being for a party last
known to living at 28 Overlook Ave. Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Party appears to be ok. See Officer's report.